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Medical Negligence - A two-

month old infant boy (and the son

of an assistant Commonwealth

Attorney) suffocated at a hospital

because of a trachea intubation

error – this Catlettsburg jury found

both the doctor at fault and being a

contract employee, his employer

was also blamed for negligent

supervision – the jury rejected any

award of the boy’s destruction but

did award the estate $3.2 million for

a damages category called

“negligent hiring and supervision”

Willis v. Short, 10-1396

Plaintiff: Sandra Spurgeon, Spurgeon 

& Tinker, Lexington and Erik D.

Bolog, Bethesda, MD and Gordon L.

Dill, Jr., Ashland

Defense: David C. Calderhead and 

David S. Lockemeyer, Calderhead

Lockemeyer & Peschke, Milford, OH

Verdict: $6,152,618 for plaintiff

Court: Boyd, J. Hagerman, 

4-26-13

    Donovan Willis was eight weeks

old on 1-24-10 when he was

admitted to King’s Daughters

Medical Center (KDMC).  The boy

was the son of Shara and Derrick

Willis. [Derrick is an assistant

Commonwealth Attorney in Grayson

County.] Little Donovan was

suffering from bronchiolitis.  It is an

infection that affects tiny airways

within the lungs and causes them to

be inflamed.  Upon his admission to

the hospital by Dr. Ralph Hess, ER,

the boy was coughing, wheezing and

congested.

    While Donovan was at the hospital,

his care was supervised by a

pediatrician, Dr. Lisa Flower.  Two

days after his admission and

Donovan’s condition worsened,

Flower asked an ER physician, Dr.

John Short, to perform a tracheal

intubation.  The intubation was to

assist Donovan’s breathing and

stabilize him as the boy was to be

transferred to a larger hospital in

Huntington.  Short was a contract

employee who worked for Ashland

Emergency Medical Associates

(AEMA) and had been assigned to

KDMC. [Hess was also an employee

of AEMA.]

    There was proof that the tracheal

tube was improperly positioned by

Short and soon after its placement,

the tube became dislodged.  This led

to Donovan’s death by suffocation.  In

this lawsuit pursued by his estate,

negligence was alleged by Short in

positioning the tracheal tube, this

error causing the boy’s death.

    The estate also targeted Short’s

employer individually on a negligent

hiring and supervision theory.  His

clinical competence and medical

education were questioned by a

credentialing expert, Dr. Richard

Schmidt, Kenosha, WI.  Other experts

who discussed Short’s alleged

standard of care violations were Dr.

Paul Fisher, Pediatric Radiology,

Pembroke Pines, FL and Dr. Peter

Antevy, Pediatric Emergency

Medicine, Hollywood, FL.

    The Willis estate also alleged error

by Hess (also an AEMA) employee,

Flower, the pediatrician and the

KDMC nurses.  Those liability

theories focused on proof that Hess

and Flower were negligent in failing

to assess and transfer Donovan more

quickly.  The plaintiff settled with

both Flower and the hospital.  The

derivative claim against AEMA

(regarding the conduct of the non-

party Hess) continued to trial.  After

Flower’s settlement, the plaintiff also

relied on a former Flower witness,

Dr. Douglas Willson, Pediatric

Infectious Disease.

    The above discussion represented

the presentation of the primary and

so-called “Airway Management

Theory” against Short and the

secondary negligent supervision

claim against AEMA.  As the case

went to the jury, an exceptionally

complex set of jury instructions were

crafted to accommodate varying

theories, including those presented

by Short and AEMA.

    Notably Short first defended on

causation with evidence from Dr. Bill

Greeley, Philadelphia, PA, Pediatric

Cardiology.  The “Greeley Heart

Theory” posited that Donovan’s

death was related to an enlarged

heart.  As there was admittedly no

proof that Short knew or should

have known of this condition, his

alleged airway management errors

played no role in the boy’s death.

    However if the jury was

persuaded by Greeley’s theory, the

treatment by Hess (an AEMA

employee) and the non-party Flower

would be relevant as it was alleged

they should have evaluated and

noted that condition when Donovan

was admitted.  

    Thus the court’s instructions were

crafted as follows.  If the jury found

for Short and rejected the “Airway 
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Management Theory”, the jury

would next consider apportionment

of fault pursuant to the “Greeley

Heart Theory” between AEMA and

the non-party Flower.  Conversely if

Short was at fault (and thus the

“Airway Management Theory”

persuaded the jury), then the care of

Hess was no longer relevant.

    Making the complex even a bit

more complex, there would only be

apportionment between Short and

Flower if the jury answered no on

the additional negligent supervision

theory. [Negligent supervision

wouldn’t have been considered if

Short was exonerated.] But if

negligent supervision was proven,

the court’s instruction scheme then

made the care by Flower irrelevant.

    Whatever decisions the jury would

make, those decisions leading to very

different liability conclusions, the

claimed damages of the estate were

as follows.  It claimed $2,798 for the

funeral bill and medicals of $5,632. 

Donovan’s pain and suffering was

capped at $5,000,000.  His

destruction was valued by William

Baldwin, Economist, Lexington, at

$4,639,274.  His mother sought

$10,000,000 for her consortium

interest, the boy’s father abandoning

his individual consortium claim just

short of trial.  The jury could also

award an even $5,000,000 for a

damages category entitled “negligent

hiring and supervision”.

    Beyond the “Greeley Heart

Theory” developed above, Short

denied he had violated the standard

of care.  He postured that the

tracheal tube was properly placed

and he was well-qualified to perform

it.  He cited that while there was a

recognized complication, that

complication was quickly remedied

and did not contribute to Donovan’s

death.  A liability expert for Short

was Dr. Richard Zane, ER, Boston,

MA.

    A second defense expert, Dr.

Robert Wood, Pediatric

Pulmonology, Cincinnati, OH,

developed an alternative causation

theory.  Not subscribing to the

“Greeley Heart Theory”, Wood

believed that Donovan’s death was

caused by overwhelming sepsis. 

AEMA also denied negligent hiring

and supervision, its medical director

testifying that Short was board-

certified and properly credentialed.

    This case was tried over two

weeks. The jury found that Short had

violated the standard of care by a 10-

2 count.  Having so found it

implicitly rejected the “Greeley

Heart Theory” and thus the duties of

Hess (as an AEMA employee were

not reached).  The jury also found for

the estate on the negligent

supervision theory against AEMA

(unanimously) and that then

precluded (pursuant to the

instruction scheme) a consideration

of Flower’s duties.

    Moving to damages the estate took

$1,986 of the funeral bill and the

medicals as claimed.  Donovan’s

pain and suffering was $745,000, his

mother taking $2,200,000 for her

consortium interest.  The jury

rejected any award for destruction,

but it did write $3.2 million in the

line on the instruction form for

negligent hiring and supervision. 

The verdict totaled $6,152,618.  A

consistent judgment was entered by

Judge Hagerman against Short and

AEMA (for Short’s portion of the

damages) and another $3.2 million

against AEMA on the negligent

supervision damages.

    The defendants have since sought

new trial relief in a spirited motion. 

A multitude of trial errors were

alleged.  The motion began citing

that the plaintiffs had engaged in

fraud by editing an excerpt of the

testimony of Dr. Woods (a defense

expert) in a tricky way that confused

the jury as to the heart of his sepsis

theory.  The defendants didn’t

realize it  (and failed to object) at the

time in the fog of trial, but this was

no excuse.  The defense has sought a

revocation of plaintiff counsel

Bolog’s pro hac vice status.

    The motion was also critical of the

court’s apportionment scheme and

the inclusion of damages for the

“negligent hiring and supervision”

theory.  It was argued that this is a

liability theory and not an element of

personal injury damages.  There was

also proof that the verdict was the

result of a quotient method.  

    A juror affidavit had the details on

the utilization of the quotient. 

Finally Short and AEMA argued a

mid-trial hug between a KDMC

hospital nurse (as she left the witness

stand) and the plaintiffs gave an

impression the nurse endorsed the

plaintiff’s claim.

While not authoring the motion,

Virginia H. Snell of Wyatt Tarrant &

Combs, Louisville, had joined the

defense of the case in the post-trial

phase.

    The plaintiffs replied to the motion

that there was no fraud in handling

the Woods deposition excerpt, such

excerpts being allowed by the CR

32.01.  They noted that the defense

never sought the introduction of the

so-called “missing five pages”.  And

if the playing of the deposition was

misleading as claimed by the

defense, the defense could have

easily played that portion to rebut

the plaintiff’s presentation.

    The plaintiffs also cited to the

record (and bench conferences)

where the defense approved the

court’s apportionment scheme and

thus they could not now complain. 

The estate also defended the

negligent hiring and supervision

damages, explaining they

represented a separate and distinct

tort from medical negligence.  The

motion is pending before Judge

Hagerman.

    There was an additional issue

raised by Short in his motion for a

new trial.  As the trial was to begin,

he sought to testify about the

standard of care.  This is common in

medical cases.  However Short had a

year earlier withdrawn himself as an
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expert.  Now as the trial started Short

believed he had a constitutional right

to defend himself and explain why

his conduct was reasonable.  Judge

Hagerman replied: “The

Constitution don’t [sic] say you can

warp and bastardize the rules of

discovery.”

Premises Liability - As the

plaintiff walked into the public

bathroom of a downtown office

building, he slipped and fell on a

wet floor – in the fall he sustained a

serious ankle fracture

Hill v. Ward-Edison Professional

Cleaning Service et al, 11-4016

Plaintiff: Vanessa B. Cantley and 

Nathan D. Williams, Bahe Cantley

Cook & Nefzger, Louisville

Defense: Michael K. Nisbet, Landrum 

& Shouse, Louisville for Ward-Edison

Deanna M. Tucker, Schiller Osbourn

Barnes & Maloney, Louisville for

COIT

Verdict: $257,017 for Hill assessed 

65% to COIT and 35% to Ward-

Edison

Court: Jefferson, J. Stevens, 

7-12-13

    On 6-15-10, Gant Hill, then age 36

and a noted Louisville real estate

broker, was working in his fourth

floor downtown office building (the

Landmark Building).  Hill served as

the building’s leasing agent.  At 6:30

in the evening (and still within

regular business hours), Hill entered

a public bathroom on the fourth

floor.  Hill slipped and fell.

    Landing hard, Hill sustained a

right bimalleolar ankle fracture.  He

also had a chip fracture in his fibula

that pierced the skin – this caused his

ankle to bleed profusely.  Hill later

underwent a repair surgery to set the

fracture with a plate and seven

screws.  A future repair surgery to

remove the hardware is expected. 

While Hill has since healed from his

injuries, he testified at trial that he

continues to suffer discomfort and

swelling after standing for long

periods.

    In this lawsuit Hill targeted Ward-

Edison Professional Cleaning

Services.  The company had been

hired to clean the bathrooms in the

Landmark Building.  There was

proof that a Ward-Edison employee

mopped the bathroom floor and then

turned the light off without leaving a

“wet floor” warning sign.

    Hill also targeted COIT Services, a

second company hired to clean the

building’s carpet.  It was alleged

COIT had cleaned the carpets that

night and failed to place a wet floor

sign.  If Hill prevailed at trial he

sought his medicals of $40,768 plus

$29,743.  Lost wages were $40,295

representing lost real estate

commissions.  The jury could also

award Hill $150,000 each for past

and future suffering.

    Ward-Edison defended and

conceded that while there was no

“wet floor” sign, the company’s

employee had mopped the floor with

a fast-drying solution and that

should have been dry by the time

Hill entered the bathroom.  

    COIT defended that it hadn’t even

started cleaning the carpet on the

hallway entering the bathroom at the

time of the fall.  It explained that its

work starts on the 7th floor and that

by 6:30, its employees had not yet

made its way to the 4th floor.  In any

event COIT explained that if it had

reached the 4th floor, a “wet floor”

sign would have been placed.  Both

defendants implicated the plaintiff’s

failure to keep a proper look-out.

    The jury deliberated this case on a

Friday evening, returning with a

verdict just before 9:00 p.m.  It found

both defendants at fault, rejecting

any apportionment to Hill.  That

comparative fault was assessed 65%

to Coit and the remaining 35% to

Ward-Edison.

    Turning to damages Hill took the

claimed sum for past and future

medicals.  His lost wages were

$36,505.  Past suffering was valued at

$100,000, the jury awarding $50,000

more for in the future.  The verdict

totaled $257,017 and a judgment was

entered against the defendants

consistent with the jury’s fault

assessments.  It is learned COIT

offered $3,000 to settle the case

before trial – Ward-Edison had

thought $20,000 was fair.

    

Road Construction

Negligence - The plaintiff

suffered fatal injuries when she

pulled out in front of a speeding

state trooper – in this lawsuit the

woman’s estate blamed the crash on

the road’s temporary design as at

the time the road (U.S. 27) was

being widened

Zimmer v. Eaton Asphalt & Paving, 

11-1239

Plaintiff: Stephen G. Amato, Ryan C. 

Daugherty and David J. Guarnieri,

McBrayer McGinnis Leslie & Kirkland,

Lexington

Defense: Richard J. Rinear, Chrissy 

M. Dunn and Jeffrey T. Denney,

Droder & Miller, Cincinnati, OH

Verdict: Defense verdict on liability

Court: Campbell, J. Stine, 

5-28-13

    Jennifer Zimmer, then age 29 and a

soil conservation technician for the

Department of Agriculture, traveled

on U.S. 27 in Grants Lick, KY.  At

this time, U.S. 27, a two-lane road,

was under construction.  It was being

widened to four lanes.  The road

construction project was being

conducted by Eaton Asphalt and

Paving.

    Zimmer came to U.S. 27 from the

inferior Siry Road.  Because of the

construction, Zimmer came to a

temporary stop sign.  While Zimmer

slowed down, apparently she did not

stop.  A moment later she attempted

a turn onto U.S. 27.

    At just that moment a Kentucky

State Trooper (Jason Ritter) was

passing through on U.S. 27.  He was

exceeding the speed limit, his speed

later being estimated at between 64

and 68 mph.  A significant collision

occurred, Ritter striking the driver’s

side of Zimmer’s Hyundai sedan. 


